INTRODUCTION
In Precambrian banded iron formations (BIF) hematite may be enriched to such extremely high concentrations, so that it reacts as a distinct rheological mass generating domains of preferred plastic deformation by folding and ductile shear. Regional metamorphism, characterized by elevated pressure, temperature, and thermodynamic activation of ions, triggered the secondary hematite enrichment and promoted complex tectonometamorphic processes that control the evolution of specific ore fabrics; yet the inherent mechanisms and rates of solid-state diffusion and dislocation creep 719 in polycrystalline hematite as well as in the surrounding rocks are still far from understood (Hobbs, 1981) .
Textures of naturally deformed hematite ores were initially described from individual samples of various locations (Neff and Paulitsch, 1960; von Gehlen, 1960; Ambs, 1966) . More systematic investigations concerned recrystallized banded ores from Precambrian deposits of central Sweden and North America (HennigMichaeli, 1976 (HennigMichaeli, , 1977a Wagner et al., 1977) . First approaches to the interpretation of hematite fabrics in their natural tectonic context have been obtained by comparative studies of the tectonic inventory and textures of iron ore deposits in Minas Gerais, Brazil (Hackspacher, 1979; Rosire, 1981; Guba, 1982; Esling et al., 1981; Quade and Walde, 1982; Evangelista, 1984; Chemale, 1987) . A special interest in such investigations arose from the experience that there is a strong correlation between fabric type and degree of preferred orientation of hematite in high-grade ores and the behavior of such ores in direct reduction processes (Walde et al. 1983 ).
The present paper is concerned with a qualitative approach to the classification and geometric interpretation of natural (10.4) texture diagrams of hematite on the basis of simulated texture configurations, thus attempting a first systematization with regard to geological conditions of their evolution and its applicability to technological evaluation. (Astier, 1981) (Hackspacher, 1977; Rosire, 1981; Guba, 1982; Evangelista, 1984; Chemale, 1987) , yet the principal effect of deformation, preferred orientation of crystals, and intrafacial recrystallization is geometrically controlled by the surfaces which bound the shear zones and act as planes of ductile shear. The changes in degree of deformation and of preferred orientation of hematite seem to be due to variations in amount of simple shear (cf. Coward, 1976) .
HIGH-GRADE HEMATITE ORES
Typical microphotographs of Precambrian high-grade ores are illustrated in Figure 2 . In all samples investigated the oldest oxide mineral phase is magnetite transformed to martite from which the first hematite generation resulted by progressive recrystallization. Under influence of pure shear hematite was transformed to the platy specularite variety which tends to align with (0001) preferably parallel to the shear plane which in most cases corresponds to the dominant foliation plane. Ore types, which only suffered a lowgrade metamorphism (Miiller et 
PROCEDURE OF TEXTURE ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION
The trigonal hematite is isostructural with corundum and of rhombohedral symmetry. Its unit cell is to be described by the length of an edge of the unit rhombohedron, ai, and by the angle between two edges, or. A non-primitive hexagonal cell of three times the volume is more often used for the denomination of indices. Oxygen forms planes parallel to (0001) of the hexagonal cell or (111) of the rhombohedral cell and is nearly hexagonal close packed. Cations occupy two-third of the octahedral interstitial sites which are distorted because of departure from hexagonal close packing (see Lindsley, 1976 , for reference and discussion).
Three a axes and two sets of three (10.4) faces twisted by60 correspond to the position of a single c axis or pole to (0001) of hematite (see Figure 1) . Textures of polycrystalline hematite will have triad axes of symmetry only in the very special cases (a) that (Fig. 3) . Such cones intersect with the projection plane as circles or ellipses, commencing at 80 with a broad maximum in the centre of the diagram and below 35 passing to a ring-like maximum around the centre which is free of pole 0.5-1.0 -7.0 0.5 2.0 positions, corresponding to increasing parallelism of (0001) (Mager et al., 1985) .
The spectrum of possible geometric configurations was simulated by modifying the arrangement of (0001) (Pauling and Hendricks, 1925: 34.7; Ramdohr and Strunz, 1967;  34.8; Lindsley, 1965: Figure 3c , which shows two banana-shaped maxima symmetrically arranged in a distance of about 35 to the central maximum of (0001) (Crouch, 1972) , conditions which fall into the Cobble creep field of Atkinson's map of deformation mechanisms of hematite (1977) .
The hematite ores, from which pole figures are described here, were formed under different conditions of regional metamorphism without significant post-deformational heating which would give rise to a pronounced recrystallization and weak grain anisotropy, as described from central Sweden (von Gehlen, 1960; Wagner et al., 1977) . Deformation twins are rarely developed. The predominant mechanism of preferred orientation seems to be deformationinduced and controlled by varying strain. In the case of ores with weak orientation and low anisotropy, the foliation planes are equivalent to the compositional layering of the underformed rock and are due to pure shear (flattening). Under influence of increasing simple rotational shear discontinuity planes are generated which act as zones of pronounced ductile shear. These zones may correspond in position to the former bedding surfaces (lamination of itabirites) or may be newly formed shear zones (cleavage or thrust planes). The strain-induced (flattening) foliation plane initially will be at 45 to the shear plane and with more intense deformation will be smeared into subparallelism with it, i.e., will become asymptotic to it. This geometric arrangement requires a mass mobilization parallel to the shear plane, that is shortening (compressional flow) in Y or/and elongation (extensional flow) in X (see Coward, 1976 , for discussion). This explains why a strong mineral (elongation) lineation, which by increasing deformation approaches the shear direction X, is ubiquitous in all analysed ore samples. The effect of these processes on the preferred orientation of hematite is progressive recrystallization and planarity of the individual crystals and increasing parallelism of (0001) Miiller et al. (1986) , which define the general environmental conditions. Yet it is the amount of imposed strain which influences the configuration of natural hematite fabrics.
